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GEOPORTALS
The SIORMINP related information:
 categorization of mineral potential
 past concessions, 
 commodities reserves and resources, 
 exploitation activity
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EARTH OBSERVATION
Different type of information
concerning different sensors
-spatial, spectral resolution, 
wavelength range
adequate tool for all mine 
life cycle, particularly
suitable for environmental 
monitoring depending on the
spectral characteristics of the
sensor
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Adapt.  Quental L, Sousa AJ, Marsh S, Brito G, Abreu MM (2012). REMOTE 
SENSING FOR WASTE CHARACTERISATION. In FIELD TRIP GUIDEBOOK 
Multidisciplinary contribution for environmental characterization and improvement
at the S. Domingos mining site. MJ Batista, Matos JX, Oliveira D, Abreu MM, 
Figueiredo MO, Quental L, Africano F, Branquinho C, Pena T, Santana H, Pereira 
Z, Silva TP, Santana H, Matielli N.
Quental L., Sousa A.J., Marsh S. (2011) Low pH detection in SPECIM EAGLE-HAWK using field spectra at S. Domingos Mine, SE Portugal: preliminary results. 
3rd Workshop on Hyperspectral Image and Signal Processing: Evolution in Remote Sensing (WHISPERS 2011), Lisbon, 4.
Images from SPECIM EAGLE-HAWK sensor
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EARTH OBSERVATION
Extraction of information on
waste materials, deposit geometry and environmental impact
Data Specification on Mineral Resources 
Mine Extension (Mining Waste, Product and Mined 
material) 
D2.8.III.21 INSPIRE Data Specification on Mineral
Resources –Technical Guidelines
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MINERAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS
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SCOPE OF MINERAL RESOURCES FOR INSPIRE 
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1. two legal texts providing requirements for the data 
specification: 
– EU Raw Materials Initiative; 
– Management of waste from extractive industries; 
2. the standard data model EarthResourceML for Mineral 
resources; 
3. the work currently done in raw materials related to 
European projects. 
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CONVERGENCE OF NATIONAL GEODATABASE 
IN THE CONTEXT OF INSPIRE DIRECTIVE
ONGOING….
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EARTH OBSERVATION
EXTRACTION OF INFORMATION RELATED
TO RAW MATERIALS/ MINING
ENVIRONMENTS
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EARTH OBSERVATION
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IMAGING SPECTROSCOPY ANSWERS TO ACID MINE DRAINAGE 
DETECTION AT S. DOMINGOS, IBERIAN PYRITE BELT, 
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COURTESY of COMUNICAÇÕES GEOLÓGICAS
MINERALOGICAL  CORRELATION 
(≥ 0.9) MAP OF ACID MINE DRAINAGE
COPIAPITE-COQUIMBITE-ALUNITE          pH < 3
(exclusive mineralogical signature)
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COURTESY of COMUNICAÇÕES GEOLÓGICAS
Average spectral values 




TO MULTISPECTRAL WITH 
IMPROVED METHODOLOGY…
EARTH OBSERVATION
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To be launched in june
2015
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/Copernicus/Overview4










EARTH OBSERVATION can provide useful components to mineral 
resources systems, following INSPIRE requirements, seen here
under the environmental point of view
can also be applied to characterise waste materials for secondary
exploitation
Importance of multitemporal data aquisition for monitoring
purposes
more complex indicators derived from advanced Earth
Observation have been demonstrated to be also achieved by
simpler sensors giving an opportunity to use COPERNICUS to 
characterise and monitor mining environments
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